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About This Content

Tower!3D Pro - KLGA airport is an add-on airport for Tower!3D Pro giving you an additional airport for your controlling
challenge. With it's two short runways this airport will give you a unique experience requiring some precise controlling skills.

LaGuardia Airport an international airport in the northern part of the New York city. In 2015, the airport handled 31.4 million
passangers. La Guardia has four terminals connected by buses and walkways. The airport opened with four runways at

45-degree angles to each other, the longest (13/31) being 6,000 ft. Although La Guardia was a large airport for the era in which
it was built, it soon became too small. Starting in 1968 general aviation aircraft were charged heavy fees to operate from La

Guardia during peak hours, driving many GA operators to airports such as Teterboro Airport.
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Title: LaGuardia [KLGA] airport for Tower!3D Pro
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
FeelThere
Publisher:
FeelThere
Release Date: 14 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64 bit Windows 7 Pro / 8 / 10

Processor: 1.2 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1GB dedicated video card

Storage: 800 MB available space

Additional Notes: Requires Tower!3D Pro

English
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Beat the game in 64 minutes.
Very easy to understand, but quite difficult at some points.
I would love to see more of this, or more like this.
Music is nice and soothing, I had no urge to turn it off.
1€ (or 50 cents on sale) is worth an hour of logic puzzles.. This is a fun managment game with broken UI.

Everything needs more clicks then it should. Things like most frequently used option shortcuts are missing (select party and
right click destination to select a destination?), as is an overview screen where you can interact with all adventurers at once
(changing gear per "hero" is a pain). Simliarly basic options like optimize equipment is also lacking.

But despite all this you will have fun with this if you like playing the odds. Everything here is either a rpg fight or a diceroll and
you have plenty of ways to adjust your odds.

Edit: After playing more I can honestly say that I really like the game, but would love it to be more user friendly. This game isn't
really the disaster this review complains about, but it could cut a lot of clicks with some thoughtfull hotkeys and default.
Similarly overview is a problem, even if the party screen works decently.

Still playing on iron man mode is a lot of fun, balancing risk and rewards, combing classes and building the best adveturers..
This game has a score for distance *and* a score for hitting deer. It has a single piece of music that wouldn't be entirely out of
place in an 80s ski movie. It's called "Fancy Skiing VR". It contains wonky English. You'll look like you're doing pelvic thrusts
while playing. I enjoy these things way more than I should, and I'm having a blast playing it in short spurts.

As far as being a ski game, I wouldn't exactly call it exquisitely visually realistic or hugely varied like some other ski games, but
you can see that in the trailer. More importantly to me, *this* game has controls which are well-suited to its arcadey nature, and
pretty good in general, given the current state of VR. One could go further by sitting in a swivel chair with Lighthouse markers
strapped to your feet or something, but that's not possible at the moment. Maybe something could be done with planting poles
for sharper turns, but that's not necessary given the current nature of this game, and it might end up causing disorientation. Here,
it's simple head-tilting to steer, trigger to jump the fences, and actual ski pole thrusting to get going on the flats!

Might be good to avoid if the trailer turns you off, but I'm glad I bought it.. Great game for family of any age.. I've played this
game for 45 minutes, and that's when it got boring. For a $1 game, it's a waste of your dollar. It's just a rip off of Timberman,
except this is an ore tower with stone branches instead of a tree. You can get way better games than this for free. I recomend for
you to not get this game so you dont waste your time, and money like I did.
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Worth the 99ct I paid for it =D
Awesome game, 10/10 would recommend!. Well it's porn... it's fairly good porn but it is basically 100% porn. Gameplay is
super-easy and the dungeon is pretty simple so only buy if you want porn.. Unfortunately can't recommend this right now, even
though I did enjoy it.

It only brings one new music track to the table, and the vast majority of the textures are recycles from the base game, but with a
purple tint. Yes, there are 33 new levels, but this isn't necessarily difficult - look how many custom user levels there already are.

It's also 1\/2 the cost of the base game with essentially 1\/4 of level quantity, in fairness that's acceptable to an *extent* because
these levels are more difficult and not so much tutorials, but 1\/4 the level content? Come on. If you bring in the fact that the
base game had 10 tracks as well and this one only brings one track, I would argue this is as little as 1\/6 the content of the base
game, but only 1\/2 the price. To reiterate, for one new track, 33 levels where the majority of textures are just a purple tint of
pre-existing ones, the new powerups are cool but it is just three, nothing new for endless mode.

Really should've been more for this price. I enjoy it, and will continue to play it to completion because I paid for it, but I
absolutely cannot recommend it at the current pricepoint. I would *love* to see more audio tracks get added, the new one is
stellar, but it's still just *one* new track, and for some reason is still excluded from the OST DLC :\\. It is fantastic. The
atmosphere is amazing, the puzzles are great, and the visuals are stunning. I don't understand how this game is free, though I'm
certainly not complaining. Very relaxing. I'm not great with riddles or puzzles though I very much enjoy them, so it takes some
effort on my part, but I have never felt insanely frustrated with a puzzle (even though I'm currently stuck in the clock room,
orz).. This is my favorite DLC pack for the whole game! The best part is that Stephen Amell voices Green Arrow in the game
and records extra dialogue for this level. I recomend Heroes V with both hands, one of the best heroes games of all time :)
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